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Abstract. The rate estimation of nuclear reactions induced in high intensity laser-target interaction
(≥1016 W/cm2), is strongly depending on the neutron detection efficiency and ion charge
discrimination, according to particles involved in exit open-channels. Ion discrimination is basically
performed by means of analysis of pits observed on track detector, which is critically dependent on
calibration and/or fast TOF devices based on SiC and diamond detectors. Last setup is used to
determine the ion energy and to obtain a rough estimation of yields. However, for each TOF
interval, the dependence of yield from the energy deposited in the detector sensitive region,
introduces a distortion in the ion spectra. Moreover, if two ion species are present in the same
spectrum, the discrimination of their contribution is not attainable. In this paper a new method is
described which allows to discriminate the contribution of two ion species in the wide energy range
of nuclear reactions induced in laser-target interactions. The method is based on charge response of
two TOF-SiC detectors, of suitable thicknesses, placed in adjacent positions. In presence of two ion
species, the response of the detectors, associated with different energy losses, can determine the ion
specific contribution to each TOF interval.

1 Introduction
With the availability of high intensities (≥1016 W/cm2)
laser-target interaction has evidenced nuclear events
characterized by fast neutrons and/or recoiling ions
involved in the induced specific reactions [1-8].
Estimated reaction rates and, consequently potential
applications, are strongly depending on the neutron
efficiency values and ion discrimination. Efficiencies of
fast neutron detection are rather small, 10-4 to 10-3,
depending on neutron energies [9-11]. Ion discrimination
is performed with solid state nuclear track detectors
(SSNTD), as CR-39 or PM-355, by analyzing the
distribution of diameter etched pit observed into sample
field of optical microscope. However the discrimination
effectiveness is critically dependent on calibration
(especially etching time), often coupled to thin foil
degraders, or restricted to short energy range.
[7],[12,13]. Furthermore atomic ion flux due to target
impurities, which is expected much larger than nuclear
one, can contribute to produce a false signal or, at least,
an high statistical error. Thompson Spectrometer (TP),
which could give almost complete ion discrimination
[14,15], presents the disadvantage of very small
acceptance because of needed entrance-pinhole. On the
other side, many attempts have been introduced in the
past, to get more efficient CR-39 discrimination by
coupling the diameter with other parameters (length

[16,17] ), (grey levels [18] ), with scarce experimental
pursuance. TOF devices based on Silicon Carbide (SiC)
and diamond detectors, almost insensitive to visible and
near UV light, have been used to determine the possible
energy of ions and to obtain a rough estimation of yields.
An intrinsic problem can arise because of dependence of
yields from energy deposited in the depleted region of
detector subject to drifting electric field ( so-called active
sample). In fact, yield for each time interval (named also
time bin ), associated with sampling unit of TOF
oscilloscope, depends on both number of ions arriving
within and on energy deposited by each ion into active
sample and converted in a corresponding number of
electron-hole.
The
overall
mechanisms
and
characteristics of charge drifting along the active electric
field to the electrodes and finally converted in measured
current-yield at readout circuit, are well described in
many papers, as, for instance, in refs. [19,20]. Here it
must be noticed that, because of energy dependence, the
interpretation of measured yield as histogram height, is
basically wrong. Moreover the active sample can
represent full energy absorption for some ion and partial
absorption (in punching through case) to others. In this
paper, investigating on corrections needed to measured
yields to obtain the effective distributions, a new method
has been developed which, using correlated SiC
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detectors allows to discriminate the contribution of two
ions in the wide energy range of nuclear reactions
involved in laser-target interactions.

particular, are also present due to superficial impurities
contained in targets. Typically, nuclear reactions, as d +
d, d+3He, p+7Li, d+6Li , d+7Li, p+11B, etc, produce
output ion energies of several MeV which can be mixed
its self or mixed with impurity-protons. In presence of
two ion species of M1 and M2 masses respectively, the
TOF technique, for each time bin selects two mean
energies, E1, E2 which are proportional to the ratio of
masses M1/M2. So, for p and a, it will be Ea = 4´Ep.
For example, in the p+11B reaction, 1 MeV of proton can
compete with 4 MeV-a which is rather a central energy
value for last reaction (see later). In this and similar
cases, the discrimination is needed.

2. Method description
The method is based on the response of two TOF-SiC
devices of appropriate depletion layers placed in
adjacent positions and subjected to the simultaneous
action of two species of ions produced by a plasmainduced nuclear reaction. In the absence of experimental
data obtained in such conditions, the following
procedure was referring to a nuclear reaction whose
experimental data, obtained with a standard accelerator
and ion beam hitting target, was as complete as possible.
Thus, the available data was processed in such a way as
to have the required characteristics.
To make the description of the method clear and
effective, it is assumed an experimental setup similar to
those commonly used today. The iodine laser system of
PALS (Prague Laboratory), operating at single impulse
at 1315nm, duration of 300ps, is considered. Laser is
supposed to irradiate in normal incidence a solid target
where the generated plasma induces nuclear reactions.
Several detectors are surrounding the target to
monitoring the experiment in suitable pressure
conditions ( 10-5 to 10-6mbar). Two contiguous SiC-TOF
devices are supposed backward at q = 60o with respect
to target normal. The TOF flight distance is d = 1.25m.
SiC devices are constituted by 2 SiC diodes 1mm2 in
active surface and in adjacent position (1mm far),
depletion layer of 5m m and 80m m, respectively.
The SiC detectors are generally built on a 4H-SiC
epitaxial layer, grown with the chemical vapor
deposition technique in HCl atmosphere, which allows
one to obtain a very thick depletion layer (~100µm) with
low dopant concentration and with very low defect
concentration [19]. The Schottky diodes, reverse
polarized and suitably equipped with an output-signal
circuit, are coupled with a 50 Ohm input resistor to a fast
digital oscilloscope (2GHz,20GS/s). Typical active areas
of detectors are 1mm2 to 5mm2, and depletion layer of
5m m to ~100m m TOF time resolution of order of 1ns
can be easy achieved [20]. In the passing through the
active layer, an ion spends almost fully the energy loss in
pair electron-hole production and output signal
formation. (e-hole pair E@7.8 eV).When a flux of ions
goes into the active area of detector simultaneously ( i.e.,
into the time bin selected by TOF setup device), the
associated charge depends on both the number of ions
and the energy loss of ion into the active thickness of
detector; which in turn depends on thickness and ion
specie and energy.

2.2 Simulation of TOF-SiC response and results
Let one to consider, as a physical case, the reaction
p+11B, which has been object of many investigations in
plasma-physics [1,3,5,6,8].
At proton low energy (Ep < 3MeV) The exit open
channels are:
1) Be8(GS)+ a0 , (Q0=8.59MeV) with 8Be(GS) -> 2a by
sequential decay, Q-value=92keV; and cross section
ranging from 0.2 to 6 mbarn as proton energy varies
from Ep = 0.163MeV to 1.388MeV.
2) Be8*(excited state, E*=2.9MeV) + a1 (Q1=5.69MeV)
with cross section of 10-600-150 mbarn in the energy
range Ep =0.165-0.600-1.388 MeV with a resonance at
0.600 MeV.
3) 12C+g with cross section negligible with respect to
previous channels.
4) 11B+p elastic scattering with cross section decreasing
from 500 to 200 barns with increasing energy of 0.3MeV
to 1.5MeV.

Fig. 1. Single-alpha Energy spectrum reproduced from ref.
[21].

The overall contribution of channels 1 and 2 producing
alpha particles, gives the energy single a-spectrum
shown in Figure 1. As reported in ref.[21], this spectrum
has been measured with large area, two faced silicon
detectors, equipped to measure a-a coincidences. So, it
can be considered as representative shaping of alpha
energy spectrum. Taking into account of cross sections
of channels 1 and 2, a rough estimation of alpha cross
section can be of ds/dw @ 230mbarn/sr. Elastic
scattering contribution, as expected from Rutherford
approximation, should be orders of magnitude higher.

2.1 Ion discrimination in plasma-laser nuclear
reactions
Nuclear reactions produced in high intensity laser-target
interaction involve, depending on atomic composition of
the target, the simultaneous presence of different ion
species, as proton, deuterons, 3He, 4He, etc. Protons, in
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However, to make the basic conditions simpler (and
clear the potentiality of the method), its contribution has
been fixed to the same value assumed for alpha. To
convert in TOF domain the energy spectra of proton and
a-particles, energy bins of 10keV and 0.10ns time bins
have been used, respectively. Figure 2 reports the proton
elastic scattering, the a particles and the total
p+a contributions, as function of Energy (top part) and
as function of TOF (bottom part), respectively. The
proton and a yields are normalized to the integrated
contributions. in energy ranges, by the expression:
&'(
&') 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

=

&-(
&-) 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌

To Ti correspond Energy values E and E as the
a

p

ratios
Ep/Ea = Mp/Ma and energy losses in the active region
of detector DEp, DEa .

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =230 mbarn ( 1 )

where Epm = 0.28MeV and Epx =1.5MeV are lower and
higher limits of proton energy, Eam=0.30MeV,
Eax=5.99MeV the corresponding values for a-particle
and DEp = DEa = 10keV the energy bins.

Fig. 3. Spectra of p, a, (p+a) as modified by energy loss
factors, for TOF with: SiC 5µm (top), SiC 80µm (bottom),
respectively.

As first approximation, it is possible to assume these
energy losses to be fully converted in e-hole pairs
production. So, for each p and a particle, the associated
charge signal would be proportional to DEp, DEa. Then
the charge signals (yields) in each time bin are:
DY = c N DE and DY = c N DE
p

t

p

p

(2)

a

with DY =Y (Ti)DT and DY = Y (Ti)DT ( 3 )
p

p

a

a

a

a

(4)

a

time bin DT, as proton and alpha respectively.
Spectra (p+a) of figure 3 have been obtained by means
of two equations (4), with c = 1, and represent the
simulated responses of two SiC detectors.
We observe as the expected yields depend very strongly
on ion energy losses in the active layer of detector so
being possible be very different from the true values.
The method is based on the assumptions of:
(a)The active area of detectors to be equal/scaled
because of collimating diaphragms and/or preventive
calibration. The readout circuits of both detectors to have
the same characteristics of gain and time resolution,
(c=1).The contiguity, due to very small areal dimensions,
and the long distance path of flight, to produce a very
small change in the observation direction, assuring
(within the statistical fluctuations) the same number of
ions, Nion, to impinge on two SiC detectors.
(b)The charge measured by SiC device be proportional
to product Nion ´DEion.

Now, by assuming these contributions as representative
of data obtainable with discriminative detectors, we
regard to the signal amplification factors related to
energy losses in the depletion layer of detectors.
Taking into account these factors, the TOF spectra of
Figure 2 are modified as shown in Figure 3, for devices
SiC 5µm (top) and SiC 80µm (bottom). As it will be
shown, last (p+a) spectra can be considered as simulated
response of SiC 5µm (top) and SiC 80µm (bottom),
respectively.
Let us consider a normalized yield DYt, at time bin DT
centered at time Ti were contributions of both protons
and alpha particles are present:
DY = DY +DY

p

where c is a constant depending on readout circuit and,
N , N are the number of ions arriving into detector in

Fig.2. p+11B reaction contributions for p, a and total p+a, to
Energy (top) and TOF spectra (bottom), respectively. TOF
spectra have been calculated in the interval 73.3-170ns with
time bin of 0.10ns.

We have:

p

a
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Under the validity of (a) assumptions, it is expected, for
each time Ti ,within the time bin, the number of ions
arriving into two detectors to be the same.

losses for p and/or a-particles are different in one, at
least, detector.
Assumption (a) can be verified directly by setting in
contiguous positions two SiC detectors of same
depletion layer and readout characteristics.
To verify assumption (b), some dedicate experiment
(where only one of ions to discriminate could be present)
can be performed by using coupled detectors. For
instance, SiC detector contiguous to an ion collector (IC)
or SiC detector contiguous to pin-hole of a Thomson
spectrometer equipped with CR-39 strips on focal plane.
In that cases, SiC detector yield could give information
on product Nion´Npair , per each bin, whereas IC or CR-39
detectors, on true yield ( Nion). The discrimination has
been treated only for proton and alpha particles but it can
be extended to other cases as (p,d), (d,3He), etc and
different depletion layer SiC detectors.
To summarize, in this paper the problem of Yielddependence on energy loss of ions in TOF-SiC
technique, has been analyzed, showing the need to take
into account for. On the assumption of few conditions, it
has been found how the using of two contiguous SiC
detectors of suitable characteristics and depleted layers,
can allow to discriminate, in a large energy range, the
contribution of competing light ions involved in plasmalaser induced nuclear reactions. However it has been
shown the basic applicability of the method, without
taking into account of limitations due to experimental
sensitivities and statistical errors. Work is in progress in
this perspective as well as to compare expected
previsions with data of a real experiment.

Then: N =N =N (Ti) , N =N =N (Ti) ( 5 )
p1

p2

p

a1

a

a2

for each time bin centered at Ti:
det. 1

(DYTi) = N ´DE + N ´DE

det. 2

(DYTi) = N ´DE + N ´DE

1

p

2

p

p1

p2

a

a

a1

a2

(6)
(7)

(DYTi) and (DYTi) are the measured total charges
1

2

for each bin centered to Ti, into detector 1 and detector
2, respectively.
As it is shown in eqs. ( 6 ) and ( 7 ), first terms (DYTi)
and (DYTi) can be measured; the right sides of two

1

2

equations contain the energy losses of proton and alpha
into detectors, which can be calculated by SRIM2008
code [22], so that, for each time Ti, the true Np and Na
can be determined.
Figure 4 shows the reconstructed spectra of proton, aparticles and sum contributions.
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